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ABSTRACT.   This paper continues the investigations of this series.   Suppose

K = GF(r)   is a field for a prime   r; G  is a nilpotent; V  is a nonsingular symplectic

space with form  g; and   V is a faithful irreducible   K[G]-module where   G   fixes

the form  g.   This paper describes completely the structure of  G  and its represen-

tation upon   V when  G  is symplectic primitive.  This latter condition is described

in §4 and is a primitivity condition.

Let  C be a cyclic p-group for a prime p  and Q an extraspecial a-group

for a different prime q.   Suppose  C acts faithfully as automorphisms of Q

centralizing Z(Q). Assume also that  Q/Z(Q) is a chief factor of the semidirect

product CQ.   The representation theory of CQ is well known.  It was first

studied thoroughly in Theorem B of Hall and Higman [10].  In this sequence

of papers we look at the basic configurations arising out of Theorem B.

In Hall-Higman Type Theorems.  I [2] (henceforth referred to as [I] ) two

questions related to Theorem B were posed.  The second question will concern

us here. Suppose AG is a group with normal solvable subgroup G and

nilpotent complement A.  Assume that S < G is an extraspecial s-subgroup

normalized by AG where  (\A |, s) = 1.  Further, assume that Z(S) < Z(AG),

S/Z(S) is an AG-chieî factor, and A  is faithful upon 5.   Let k be a field

of characteristic other than s ; and let  V be an irreducible k [A G] -module

nontrivial for Z(S). When does  V\A   contain a regular direct summand?

With A = C and G = S = Q this is just the case described in the first

paragraph. The possible theorems which give answers to this question can be

proved by induction in several steps.  First one reduces to the case where k

is algebraically closed and   V\s is irreducible. Next one is forced to look at

the representation of .4G upon S = S/Z(S). The module S is analyzed

by group-theoretic induction.  That is, S is induced by a certain minimal sub-

module, S0. In providing answers to our question, then, one must take into
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account the structure of S0  and the induction from  S0 to S. The whole

method being sketched here is fully described in [4, §7].  In this paper we are

concerned with the structure of S0. In fact, S0 ■ S0/Z(S) where S0  is an

extraspecial subgroup of 5.  Further, the stabilizer of 50  is NA G(S0) =

A0G0 where A0 <^4  and  G0<:G.  Further, S0 has certain minimality

conditions imposed upon it. We describe these now.

The commutator map induces a nonsingular symplectic form upon S0

fixed by A0G0. Further, things are so chosen that one of the following two

conditions holds.

(1) 50|L  is homogeneous for all L  normal in i40G0  (i.e. S0  is

quasiprimitive).

(2) If L is normal in A0G0  and S0\L = Wx + "•+Wt   where r>l

and the  W¡ are homogeneous components then

(a) i = 2;

(b) W. is totally isotropic; and

(c) if M is normal in -r40G0  and stabilizes  Wx   then  Wx \M  is

homogeneous.

The module S0   satisfying these conditions is called a minimal module.

The simplest configuration would be the case where  CA G (S0) contains G0.

Therefore G0  is in the kernel of the action of A0G0  upon S0. That is,

what are the minimal modules over GF(s)  for nilpotent groups?

This very special question is the topic of this paper. We shall obtain the

answer for slightly more general groups in (3.10) and (3.17).  By specializing,

we obtain the answers desired in (3.20). We obtain a complete classification of

all minimal modules for nilpotent groups. The actual groups and modules

obtained are subgroups of a group B described in (2.1)—(2.4).  Basically, the

nilpotent group and module can be of four types:

(i) a cyclic group;

(ii) and (iii) quaternion groups with two possible module actions; or

(iv) the direct product of an odd cyclic group with a 2-group which is

semidihedral, dihedral, or quaternion.

The actual groups are somewhat complicated to describe. They are con-

structed in §2. The nilpotent groups are then subgroups of the group F which

act upon the module as a minimal module.

As an analogy, consider group modules over the complex field for a

moment.  Every module is induced by a primitive module.  But primitive

modules are hard to spot.  A larger but more easily known class is the class of

quasiprimitive modules, that is, modules which are homogeneous on every

normal subgroup.
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The module 50  considered before corresponds to a primitive module in

that it is not induced from any proper nonsingular submodule in a form-pre-

serving manner. Such a module may not be primitive, but it is very close. We

call it symplectic primitive. The definition of minimal module is the one

corresponding to what we might (but do not) call symplectic quasiprimitive.

Thus the symplectic primitive modules are among those we classify.   §4 is an

added footnote to describe certain properties of symplectic primitive modules.

Much more information on symplectic primitive and minimal modules of

a general nature is contained in [4].

A few comments may be in order on how and why this particular problem

arose. I was considering a solvable group G  and a relatively prime order nil-

potent group of operators A  on G.   If A  is fixed point free upon G

(i.e. CC(A) = 1), then is the Fitting height of G bounded above by the

composition length of AI  I have been able to prove that the answer is yes if

A  is Z   'v Z -free. An attack upon this question quickly reduces to a problem

of representation theory [1], [6].  In fact, one is quickly led to the configura-

tions of Theorem B of Hall and Higman.  It was the fixed point free problem

which led me into this area.

It quickly became apparent that the method transcended the problem.  For

example, the methods of this series have led to results on character degrees [7],

on primitive solvable groups [8], and on 2-length [9].  Contained in the paper

of Hall and Higman are the seeds of a very complete theory for the representation

of solvable groups over any field.  An outline of this theory is given in [4].

This paper is confined to the "very lowest level" analysis. That is, the analysis

necessary to settle the fixed point free question for Z   'v Z -free operator

groups.  However, I have done this in such a framework that more general

questions can be settled as they arise. The necessary Hall-Higman theory to

prove the Z   'v Z -free theorem is already much less than is contained here.

It is like the case of the cart which is motor driven and therefore capable of

carrying the horse.

In a line, I consider the Hall-Higman analysis to be far more important

than the fixed point free question.

In this paper we study the A0-module S0.  In [3] we study the character

theory of A0S0, that is, the ordinary representation theory. The modular

theory for A0SQ may be found in [5].

1. Preliminary remarks. All our groups are solvable. Notation is standard.

For example K+ denotes the additive group of a field, K, and Kx the multi-

plicative group. The groups of §2 with the exception of (2.4) seem to be more

or less known.
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We shall need certain preliminary results stated below.

(1.1) [2, (2.3)]   Suppose that G - AN is a group with normal cyclic

subgroup N and nilpotent complement A  where A n N = 1. If every normal

abelain subgroup of G is cyclic then G contains a cyclic self-centralizing

normal subgroup M> N. Further,

(a) CG(N) = (A n CC(TV)) x N,

(b) (|4ncG(fV)|,|7V|)=l,

(c) M = CG(N) or  [CG(N) : M] = 2 and an S2-subgroup of CG(N) is

quaternion, dihedral, or semidihedral.

We remark here that by quaternion we mean quaternion of order 8 or

generalized quaternion.

We introduce some notation to state the next result.  Let k be a finite

field and k   a finite extension of k.  Suppose  G is the Galois group of

k/k, we may form the semidirect product  Gkx. We call this group  T(k/k).

If oxGT(k/k) where  oGG, x G kx, and if uGk+  then  T(k/k)  acts

naturally upon the k-vector space k+  by ox • v = o(xv).

(1.2) [2,(2.5)]   Suppose G is a group with cyclic self-centralizing normal

subgroup M. Assume that k is a finite field, V is a faithful irreducible

k[G]-module, and  V\M is homogeneous. Let k be an extension of k by a

primitive  \M\th root of unity.  Then there is a subfield £ and monomorphisms

<p: G —► T(k7k) and i>: V—► k +  (an isomorphism) so that

(a) <¿>(x)<í?(u) = 4>(xu) all xGG.vG V;

(b) if M = <x) and </>(x) = co then k(co) = k ;

(c) <^G)kx = T(k7k);a/iii

(d) <p(G) C\kx = <p(M).

The hypotheses used here are slightly weaker than those of [2, (2.5)].

However, those stated here are the ones actually used in the proof.

Actually, there is a good deal of flexibility built into the maps \p and <$.

We state this as follows.

(1.3) Consider the situation of (1.2). Let yG\X*. Define 0:TQi/k)—*■

T(K/k) and 0: íc+ —* k +  by setting

(i) 9(ax) = axy°y-x for oGG,xG^x;and

(ü) @(v) = vj for vCk + .

Then 9, 0 are isomorphisms. Further, ■/ = 9$ and $' ■ 0$ satisfy (a)-(d)

o/(1.2).
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The maps 0,0 are easily shown to be isomorphisms.  Let  o G G, x G

k x, and v G k +. We prove that

9 (ax) • Q(v) = 0(ox • v),

9(ox) • Q(v) = [ax7CT7_1] • [try] = o(xy<,y~1vy)

= o(xv/y = 0(ox • v).

The rest of the proof follows directly from this by computation.

This is all we shall need in the way of preliminary results.

2. Some examples.  In this section we will consider certain examples of

groups and actions.  These groups and actions are the critical cases in the

theorems that follow. There are four actions in all.  Each is indexed by a num-

ber. In the later parts of this paper we shall index the whole description by

these numbers.

We fix the following notation.

r a prime.

m > 0 an integer.

K = GF(r).
K = GF(rm).

K = GF(r2m).

In each case, we describe a group  G with certain subgroups F and  C,

a K[G] -module   V, and a nonsingular symplectic form g upon   V which is

fixed by  G (g(u, v) = g(xu, xv) all u, v G V; x G G).

(2.1) G is cyclic of order r"1 + 1.

Let   V = K+  and y: e —> er   , the automorphism of order two of K.

Let G  be the multiplicative subgroup of K     of order r"1 + 1. Then G

acts upon   V by multiplication.

Let Tr: K —> K be the trace map. Choose p G Kx   so that yf = - p.

(if r = 2 let p= l)and set

g(u, v) = TrOiO/u* - u*v));       u.vGV.

We set G=B and  C= 1.

r™ = -1 (mod 4),        \G\ = 2(r™ +1),      r > 2.

Consider the space   V and form g of Example (2.1).  Let Q be the

2-Sylow subgroup and  C the Hall-complement to Q in G of (2.1).  Choose

i> G K     so that if   +   = - 1. Form the semidirect product (i¿>)K    where

ip: e —* er     is the automorphism of order two.  In this group we take

F = <ß, ipv)   and   G = CF.
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Then F is quaternion of order 2f+1   where  2t\\r + I. Further, C is a cyclic

normal subgroup of G  inverted by ipv of odd order (r™ + l)/2f. Finally-,

CQ = C x Q is a direct product.

All elements v such that v*   +J = - 1   he in vQC.  So any such choice

v' satisfies ipv' G G.  The group  G is independent of the choice of v.

r™ = 1 (mod 4),      \G\ = 2(rm - 1),     r > 2.

Let   F be a 2-dimensional K-space with basis ex, e2. So   V= Kex + Ke2

is a 2/H-dimensional K-space.  Let  Q0 = <^> and  C0 = <rp be, respectively, the

2-SyIow subgroup and the Hall 2'-subgroup of Kx. Using matrices to denote

linear transformations written in the basis ex, e2, let

ß-([\-.]> c-<[\-.]) -'-L-I
Set F = <ß, t> and G = CF.  Then F is quaternion of order 2t+1  where

2*| \rm - 1. Further, C is a cyclic normal subgroup of G  inverted by t of

odd order (rm - l)/2r.  Finally, CQ = C x Q is a direct product.

If u = aex + ße2  and  v = a'ßj + ß'e2  where a, a', p\ ß' G K then set

g*(u, v) = aß' - a'ß. Let Tr: K—> K be the trace map and set g(u, v) =

TrGr*(U, v)).

(2.4)      m = 2n,      r" = l (mod 4),      |G| = 2(rm - 1),     r > 2.

Let   F be a 2-dimensional K-space with basis  ex, e2. So   V is a 2m-

dimensional K-space.  Let <p: e —► e'"  be the automorphism of order two of

K. Let Q0 = <p) be the 2-Sylow subgroup of KX;7J>0 = <0> the subgroup of

order (r" + l)/2  in Kx;and  C0 = (77) the Hall-complement to  Q0C0  in

Kx. Using matrices again to denote linear transformations in the basis ex, e2

we set

-([',.]>"■<['.-.]) —([',4
Set   t=[_  f\   where   t(ou?x + ße2) = fex ~ cb°e2; a, ß G K. Then the

group G = <C, D, Q, r) has a semidihedral 2-Sylow subgroup S = (f2, r) of

order 2i+2  where  2'| |r" - 1; a nilpotent subgroup B = SxD where

|£>| = (r" + l)/2; and a normal cyclic subgroup C of odd order (r" - l)/2f

which is inverted by t.

For u = aex + ße2 and u = a'ex + ß'e2 where a, a', ß,ß'eK set

jj*(m, v) = /3a' - a/3'. Let Tr: K —> K be the trace map and set g(u, v) =

Tr(g*(u, v)).
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3. Some minimal K [G] -modules.  Suppose 77 is a group; k is a field; U

is an irreducible k[77]-module; and g is a nonsingular symplectic form upon

U fixed by 77.  We say that  U is a minimal k [77] -module provided one of the

following occurs.

(1) U]N  is homogeneous for all normal subgroups N <77; or

(2) for any normal subgroup N <77 such that  U\N = UX +•" -r- Ut

where t > 1  and the  U¡ are homogeneous components then

(0 t = 2;
(ii) U( is totally isotropic for i = 1,2; and

(iii) Ux \L is homogeneous for all normal subgroups L  of 77 contained

in the stabilizer in H of Ux.

More information on general minimal modules is contained in [4]. In this

section we wish to classify minimal modules for, nilpotent and slightly more

general groups. For nilpotent groups, the answer has already been given. The

groups appear as subgroups in the examples of §2. • Further, the modules and

forms are given there too.

The analysis breaks into two parts depending upon the two parts of the

definition for minimal module. We shall fix the following hypotheses throughout

this section.

(3.1) Hypothesis. K = GF(r) for a prime r.

(1) V isa 2m-dimensionalK-vectorspace.

(2) g: V x V —► K is a nonsingular symplectic form upon  V.

(3) H = AN is a group with normal cyclic subgroup N and nilpotent

complement A  where A CiN=l.

(4) V is a faithful minimal K[H]-module where H fixes the form g

(i.e. g(xu, v) =g(u, x~xv) for all xGH;u,vGV).

We may first determine the structure of normal abelian subgroups.

(3.2) If L AH is abelian then L is cyclic.

If V\L   is homogeneous then the result is obvious.  So assume that   V\L =

Ux + '•• + Ut where t > 1   and the  U¡ are homogeneous components. In

particular, t = 2 and  Ux   and  U2  are complementary totally isotropic sub-

spaces of  V.   If x G G   and   ux GUx,u2GU2, then  g(xux, u2) =

g(ux, x~xu2). From this we know that CL(UX) = CL(U2). But  V is faithful

so that  Ux   is faithful. Now  Ux   is a homogeneous 7,-module and L is

abelian implying that L  is cyclic.

Using (3.2) and (1.1) we know the following:
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(3.3) H contains a cyclic self-centralizing normal subgroup M>N.

Further,

(a) CH(N) = (4 n CH(N)) x N;

(b) (\AnCH(N)\,W\) = Uand

(c) M = CH(N) or  [CH(N) :M] =2 andan S2-subgroup of CH(N) is

quaternion, dihedral, or semidihedral.

Let K* be an extension of K by a primitive |M|th root of unity. There

are two possibilities for V\M. If V\M is homogeneous we set H0=H>M>

N and U = V. If V\M = Vx + V2 where the Vt are homogeneous components

we let H0>M>N be the stabilizer in 77 of Vx and U=VX. Observe

that U is an irreducible K[F0]-module and U\M is homogeneous. Since Vx

and   V2   are contragredient K[770]-modules, U is faithful for HQ.

We may now apply (1.2) to obtain:

(3.4) There is a sub field K0  of K* and monomorphisms  \¡j: HQ —*■

T(K*/K0) and *: (7—>K*+  (* is an isomorphism) so that

(a) ii (x)*(v) = tf(xu) for all xGH0;vG U;

(b) if M = <x) and \¡j(x) = u then K* = K(cj);

(c) ^(H0)K*x = T(KVK0);and

(d) *(HQ)nK*x = *(M).

Before proceeding with the argument let us introduce some new apparatus.

Let a: x—►x-1   for xGH.  Then a is an antiautomorphism of 77.  We

may extend a linearly to K[77]. Since K[M]   is commutative, a is actually

an automorphism of this subalgebra.  Since g(xu, v) = g(u, xav) for all u, v G

V and x G 77 we must have

g(bu, v)=g(u, bav) for u, v G V; b G K[77].

Now we are ready to treat the two separate cases.

(3.5) Hypothesis. Assume (3.1). Suppose  V\M is homogeneous.

In this case  U= V and 770=77.  Further, K* = K=GF(r2m) since

K=K*+. There is an automorphism <p: e—* er     of order two upon  K.

Then;. K = GF(rm) is the fixed field of <p.

Let e e K[M]   be a primitive central idempotent such that eV =£ (0).

By (3.4)(b),  V\M is irreducible so that e is actually unique. Now g(u, v) =

g(eu, v)=g(u, eav) for all u, v G V.  Therefore, eaV¥= (0) and ea = e.  We

now know that a is an automorphism of K[M]e.

We may extend  \¡j  linearly to K[M]. Therefore, ip  maps K[M] e

isomorphically onto K.  By this process, a must map to ip. We use the nota-
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tion  \¡i(b) = b  and *(") = "  for Z>GK[77]   and u G V. Define

g*(U, v) = g(u, v)   for all u, v G V.

Then we have

g*(U, iï)=g*(û- ï, v) = g*(ï, tt) = -g^ïJ, T)

= -g*(ü*v- - ï, T) = -V(ï, (ü*vy • ï) = ->i*(T, « Ü*).

From this calculation we readily observe the following:

(3.6)(i) **<T, «*»>+«»*)-0*.
(ii) g(u, v) =g*(J, 2~x^v - Uv'e)) if r > 2; and

(iii) g(u, v)=g*(l,u-*v)

for all u.vev and  1 G Kx.

Let us first settle the case where r = 2.  By (3.6) (i) we have g*(J, U^v) =

g*(J, üv*). Since g is nonsingular, the map j3 —*■ g*(J, ß) is K-Unear from

K+  onto K+. Therefore g*(T, ß) = tr(6/3) for some 5 G Kx where  tr:K—►

K is the trace map.  But if Tr: K —► K is the trace map, then g*(J, ß) =

Tr(5/3 + 8,pßp). By our observation above we have g*(l, ß) = g*(T, p*).  So

0 = g*(l, ß+ß*) = tr(ô(j3 + p*)) - Tr((6 + 5*) (ß + f)).

Since /3GK+  is arbitrary we have Tr((S + 5^)7) = 0 for all 7GK+. There-

fore, 5 + S* = 0 or 5* =5. So 5GKX.

We have shown that g(u, v) = TriS^ü-üv*)) for some S G Kx.

We turn now to the case r > 2.

The map ü —► ü + U*  is the trace map from K+   onto K+. With v =

T then (i) shows that g*(T, ß) = 0 for all |3 6K+. The map U —* u~* - U

sends K+ = K+-T+K+ •  p_1   onto 2-1p~1K+  where p1" =-p, p G Kx.

Since g is nonsingular, we know that ß—>g(T, 2~xp~xß) is a K-linear mapping

of K+  onto K. Therefore, there is some 5 G Kx  suchthat g*(T,2~xp~xß) =

Tr(5/3) where Tr:K—>K is the trace map. From this we have:

g(u, v) =g*(J, 2~xß-x [píj^ü- üü")]) = Tr(8p(ü*U - ¡¡v*)).

(3.7) Fix pGKx so that p* = -p. If r = 2 let p = 1. Then, for some

8 G Kx, g(u, v) = Tr(5p(^iJ- U 5*)) /or all u.veV and ^(u) ■ «.

We now alter i// and * so that 8*1. The norm map ü—»uu^ takes  Kx

onto Kx. So we may choose 7GKX suchthat 77^ =5. By (1.3) there are

isomorphisms 0: T(K/K0) -+ T(K/K0) and 0: K+ —► K+ so that 1//' = 6\ji and

*' = 0* satisfy all the conditions of (3.4). In addition, Q(u) = ü~y for all û~ G K+.

Set ty'(w) = ÍT.  Then
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g(u, v) = Tr(5p(ïï^«7- üv*))

= Tr(5p([u 7_1]^7"1 ~ uy~x PV"'!*»

= Tri^WW -Su*))
= Tr(pt(u'^r - MÍT^)).

(3.8) 7/pGKx and p* = -p(i/r = 2 and p=\)then \p and V maybe

chosen so that g(u, v) = T^píü^o - Su*)).
»

Let  T*(K/K0) be the subgroup of all elements of T(K/K0) which fix the

form of (3.8).

(3.9) 7,er fc0 be the subgroup of Kx of order r™ + 1. 1er o ¿c/«

the Galois group of K/K0.  Set  T* - T*(K/K0).  77ie/i

(a) op G T* /or v G Kx i/awd on/> // pV1^ ■ 1 ;

(b) T*nkx40;a«<i

(c) T*KX = T(k/K0).

Let v G Kx. Then  ay G T*  if and only if

Trfju^u - üv*)) = Tr(p([w • ^(ov • ü) - (ov • m) [ov • ü] *))

= TidiiV1^"] p®"» - ""*))

for all u, v G V.  This happens if and only if pap7xv'ev = 1. So condition (a)

holds.

If a = 1  then from (a) we have iPv = 1  or /m+i *1. So  T* n Kx =

K0.

Let a be arbitrary in the Galois group of K/Kn. To prove (c) we must

show that there is a v G K     suchthat  avGj*. By (a) we want papTxv'pv=\.

Since p.'p=-p, ¡p fixes pau~x. That is, p°p_1 G Kx. The norm map e—►

ee*  takes Kx  onto Kx.  Therefore, there is a v G Kx   suchthat  i^ =

p~°p G Kx.  But then uap~xvlfiv = 1. Therefore  ovGT*. This completes

the proof of (3.9).

We now have the following theorem.

(3.10) Assume (3.1) and (3.5). Set K = GF(r2m), K = GF^), and if.

e —► erm /or e G K. Fix p G Kx so that pf=-p (if r = 2 let p = 1).

Set

g*(U, v) = Tr(p(ïï*iJ -üvf))

for all U, v e K+  where Tr: K —> K is the trace map. Let K0 be the sub-

group of Kx of order r™ + 1. Let T*(K/K) be the subgroup of T(k/K)

/îx/«5 g*.  77zere are monomorphisms
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ii:H-* T*(k/K)   and   ■*: V-^ K+  (an isomorphism)

such that

(a) iKx)¥(u) = *(*") a// x G 77, u G F;

(b) if M = (x> and  \p(x) = co  rfce«  coGF0  a«(7 K(co) = K;

(c) ii(H) nk* = 0(JIÍ); and

(d) >j(w, u) = g*(V(u), *(p)) /or a// «, u G K

Remark.  Instead of assuming that   F is a minimal module, it is sufficient

to assume here that   V\M  is irreducible, where M is as in (3.3).

What happens in the case where H is nilpotent and N = 1 ?  Then M =

H is cyclic or   [77 : M] = 2 by (3.3).  If M = H is cyclic then, by (3.10), \¡i(H)

is a subgroup of the group F described in (2.1) where ty(V) = K+   and g is

given by g*.

Assume that   [77 : M] = 2. Then  tA(77)kx/kx s F/M has order 2. Thus

if H= <x, M) then  i//(x) = (¿>i> where v G kx.  Recall that we now have a nil-

potent group H.  So r>2.  Let M0<M be the Hall 2'-subgroup of H.  If

£ G i¡j(M0) <F0  then   O^)-1^) =Ç" * £"" * T1   since  %rm + x = 1.  But

I = "/'(y) for some y G Af0  and x  centralizes y.  The map  \p  is an isomor-

phism so that | = 1   or Af0 = 1. We have now proven that F is a 2-group.

Further, allowing  £  to be any element of ip(M)  proves that x  inverts M.

By (3.9)(a) we have  p'pu~xv{f'v = - iPv = 1  since <pi> G T*.  But then

iPv = - 1   or (¿>!>)2 = - 1. The element x G 77W was arbitrary. We conclude

that 77W is a set of elements or order 4.  By (3.3)(c), since TV = 1, we con-

clude that H is quaternion.  Also 4 | \M|  so that 4 | r"1 + 1.

Clearly now  0(77)  is a subgroup of G in example (2.2). The group B

is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G and  \¡j(H) is a 2-group. Therefore, there is a

<7 G G suchthat d\p(H)d~x <F.  If xG77 and wGF set  i//'(x) = #(x)cT1

and *'(«) = d^(u). Now d fixes g*  so we may replace  \¡j  and  $ by f

and *'. Then  \¡j\H)<B of (2.2).

(3.11) Assume (3.1) a«<7 (3.5). Suppose H = A is nilpotent and N-\.

Then

(1) F is cyclic and H, V, g may be identified with F0, F, g o/(2.1)

w/iere F0 < B; or

(2) H is quaternion and H, V, g may be identified with B0, V, g of

(2.2) where B0 <B.

Remark. As in (3.10) we need only assume that   V\M is irreducible

(rather than  V is a minimal module) where M is as in (3.3).

This completes the classification in the case where   V\M is homogeneous.
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We must now consider the case where   V\M is not homogeneous. Accordingly

we change (3.5) to the following hypothesis.

(3.12)  Hypothesis. Assume (3.1). Suppose  V\M = Vx 4- V2  where the

V¡ are homogeneous components.

In this case we may interpret the results of (3.4) as follows:   [H : 770] =

2, H0>M>N,  K* = K = GFir"1), and  U=VX.

We shall first find a canonical representation of g.  Let e G K[M]   be a

primitive central idempotent such that eVx ¥= (0).  Since   Vx \M is homogeneous,

e is unique. The subspaces  Vx, V2  are complementary and totally isotropic;

so we may choose vx eVx, v2 G V2   so that g(vx, v2) ¥= 0. Then 0 #

g(vx,v2)=g(evx,v2)=g(vx,-eav2). So eaV2¥=(0). This means ea  is the

unique primitive central idempotent in   K[M]   suchthat eaV2¥=(0). Since

Vx   and  V2  are not isomorphic, e and ea  are orthogonal. Therefore,

K[M]e0 = K[M]e+K[Ai]e01  where e0 = e + ea.

By (3.4) (b),   Vx \M is irreducible. This means that, for any nonzero v G

Vx, K[M]ev = K[M\v = Vx. Choose «j G Vx   so that ¥(1^) = 1 G K.

Similarly, for a nonzero u' G V2  we have  K[iri]ea«' ■ Ka. We may

extend   ^  K-linearly to   K[M]. Then  0  is a K-linear isomorphism of

K[Af]e onto K. So for each vGVx   there is a unique bGK[M]e so that

v = bux. Similarly, for each v'G V2   there is a unique b'GK[M]ea  so that

v' = b'u. Observe that b' will depend upon the choice u',b' = b'(u'). Now

b + b' GK[M\e0  is the unique element of K[A7]e0  suchthat u + v =

(o + b')(ux + u). That is, there is, for any v" e V, a. unique b" G K[M]e0

so that v" = b"(ux + u).

We now determine a particular choice for u G V2. Since   Vx, V2  are

complementary totally isotropic subspaces of  V, and since  K[M\eux = Vx,

the mapping d—*g(u, dux) is a K-linear mapping of K[Af]e onto  K.

Therefore f(ß)=g(u', \p~x(ß)ux) is a K-linear mapping of K onto  K where

\p~x  is the inverse to the isomorphism  i/> : K[M]e —► K.  There is then a

7 G Kx  so that f(ß) = Tr(7/3)  for ß G K where Tr: K —* K is a trace map.

Letd= ii~x(y~x) e K[M\e.  Set u2 = d°u G V2. Then, for b G K[M]e

and  \li(b) = ß,

g(u2, bux) =g(dau\ bux) =g(u\ dbux)

=g(u',r1(y-iß)ux)=f(y-xß)

= Tr(77_1/3) = Tr(j3)

= Tr(^(6)).

So we replace u   by u2.
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Let u, v e V.  Choose unique elements b, c G K[M\eQ  so that u =

b(ux + u2) and v = c(ux + u2). We now compute a representation for g.

g(u, v) =g(b(ux + u2), c(ux + u2))

= g(bux, cu2) +g(bu2, cux)

= g(beau2, ceux) -g(ceau2, beux)

= g(u2,[(bae)(ce)-(cae)(be)]ux)

= Ti(Mbae)Hce) - \¡i(cae)4i(be)).

(3 A3) Let e be a primitive central idempotent of K[M]   suchthat

eVx¥=(0). Set e0=e + ea.  The map  \p extends K-linearly to  K[M].   Then

\¡j: K[M]e—► K  is a ^-isomorphism  Let uxGVx  be chosen so that

*(«,) = 1.  77iere is a nonzero u2 G V2  so that

(1) for each v G V there is a unique b G K[M]e0 so that v =

b(ux + u2);

(2) if b, cGK[M]e0  then

g(b(ux + u2), c(ux + u2)) = Ti(i¡i(bae)Mce) - Hbe)Hcae))

where Tr: K —► K is the trace map.

We may now build maps  \¡i' and *' for M and  V2  analogous with

tjj and * for M and Vx.

(3.14) For xGM set \¡/'(x) = \¡jol(x) = \¡j(x~x). Then  i//':M—>KX is

a monomorphism.   We may extend \¡i' K-linearly to K[M]. Then  $':

K[M]ea —> K is a K-isomorphism. If u G V2  there is a unique b CK[M]ea

so that bu2 = u. Set *'(«) = $'(&)■ Then *' is a K-linear isomorphism of

V2 onto K+ suchthat \¡/'(x)V'(u) = *'(xu) for any xGM and uev2.

Most of this is straightforward from the preceding arguments. Observe that

tf'(x)¥'(u) * \¡ia(x)\p'(b) - \¡i(x-x)\¡j(ba)

= (x-xba) = ir>([bx]a) = <H'(bxu2)

= V'(xu).

We are now in a position to give a canonical form for M, V, g. Let

{epe2}  be a K-basis for a 2-dimensional K-space  W.  Suppose u, v G V and

b, cC K[M\e0  so that u - b(ux + u2) and v = c(ux + u2). Set *0(«) =

\¡j'(be)ex + \p'(bea)e2.   Let

g~(4>(be)ex + V(be«)e2, ii(ce)ex + <ii'(cea)e2) =g(u, v).

If x CM we set
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iM*) =
FiK*)

Then  i^0(x) is a linear transformation of W given in the basis   {ex, e2 }.

(3.15) 7/ xGM and uev then  \¡j0, ̂ 0 are monomorphisms such

that i//0(x)*0(«) = ^0(xw). Further, if vev also, then g(^0(u), V0(v)) »

#(«, u). 7/ *„(«)=/3iej +/32e2 aM<7 1/0(u) = 7i<?i + 72e2   iAe"

gi^ie! +ß2e2,yxex + y2e2) = Tr(ß2yx -/3,72) vvAere Tr: K—-»• K is r/ie

rrace /nap.

This follows directly from (3.13) and (3.14).

The object is to extend  i/>0  to all of H.  The extension will follow

since the existence of ip0  upon M forces the uniqueness of any extension.

We prove this below.

(3.16) Let

Tt(k/K)=U , _% \\   oGAut(K),i>GK*\  .

Then   T*(K/K) is a group ofK-linear transformations of V written in the

K-basis   {ex, e2 }. Further, T+(k/K) is the group of all K-linear transforma-

tions of V which normalize \pQ(M) and fix the form g given in (3.15).

Let T =[_!*]•  Let "=ß1e1 + ß2e2  and v = yxex + y2e2. Then

g(m, w) = Tr«^) (- 72) - (- ß2) (yt))

= Tv(ß2yx-ßxy2)=g(u,v).

Let

Tn = m for aGAut(K),z>GKx.

Then

g\T0u, t0v) = Tt((ov-x •ß2)(avy1)-(av' ßx) (cnT1 • y2))

= Tr(rj3271-ß172]ff_1)

= Tr(ß2y1-ß1y2)

= J(w, v)-

Therefore  Tt(k/K) = T+  fixes J. Observe that
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Tl =
av

av ]

a G Aut(K), i»eK'

is the stabilizer in    T*  of Ker Since

3il       il

we conclude that  TT  normalizes  iiQ(M).

Let G be the group of all K-linear transformations of V which fix g

and normalize  ii0(M). Let G0  be the stabilizer in G of Ket. Then G>

T^  and G0>Tt. Since G normalizes  ^0(77)  and  Kex,Ke2  are non-

isomorphic  i//0(77)-modules  (Fj|M ^ ^m)> we conclude that   [G : G0] = 2.

Since   [TT : Tj] = 2, if G0 = Tj  then G = P. To complete the proof we

need only show that G0 = T^.

Since G0  fixes the form g, the action of G0  upon  Kej   is contragre-

dient to the action of G0  upon Ke2. Therefore  G0  is faithful upon Kex.

Now let Gj be the group induced by G0  upon Kej. The group in-

duced by  \¡iQ(M) upon Kex   is  \¡/(M).  So  i//(A7) is a normal subgroup of

Gq. But   Fj|M  is irreducible by (3.4) (b) so that  <//0(Ai)  is irreducible upon

Kex. By (1.2) , then, G% is a subgroup of T(K/K). That is, |GJJ| < \T(K/K)\ =

|T+|. Since  \G%\ = \G0\ and G0 > T$  we must have G0 = T+.  So G =

T*  and the proof is complete.

For x G H, the equation  ^(x)*,/«) = Sp"0(xm) for uGV defines a

K-linear transformation of W which must normalize  iiQ(M). Also  ty'0(x) =

\p0(x) if xGM  By (3.13) and (3.15),  \¡j'0(x) will fix g. It is easy to verify

that  \p'0  is a homomorphism. Since  i/zj,  is a monomorphism upon A/, \}/'0 is

a monomorphism upon H.   By (3.16),  «/^(x) G T*-. We have proved the

following theorem.

(3.17) ¿ssKme (3.1) and (3.12). Ser K = GF^). Let P&/K), W, g,

and  {ex,e2}  be as in (3.16).  There are monomorphisms ^0: 77—► T^(K/K)

awd ^0: F—*■ W (a K-isomorphism) such that

(a) tf/0(x)#0(w) = *0(xtO   all xGH.ue V;

(b) if M = (x) then  4>0(x)= where coGKx a/id K(co) = K;

(c)  ^0(77)n U ?GKX )  = «¿„(VI/); and
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(d) g(u, v) =g(*0(u), *0(u)) ail u,vGV.

Remark. We need not assume that   F is a minimal module; Vx \M is

irreducible when M as in (3.3) is sufficient.

Again we turn to the case where H = A  is nilpotent and TV* = 1. Then

M = H or   [H : M\ = 2.  In the former case   F is irreducible as in K[M] -

module.  By hypothesis (3.12),  V\M is reducible. We conclude that   [H : M\ =

2 and r > 2.

We may write M = <xx) x <x2) where xx  has 2'-order and x2  has 2-

power order.   By (3.17)

^o(*l)=*l= _!      > -V*2) = *2= _i

and, for y G T7W of 2-power order,

^0(y)=y =

for some  o G Aut (K)  and  v G K x.

Since y2 G M, we have

L -']

P
["- o2p-°v U

for some  ÇGKX. We must have  a2 = 1  and - p "v = i;. There are two

possibilities.

(3.18) o = 1   or   m = 2n and o: e —-» er .

First consider the case where  o = 1. This will give rise to example (2.3).

Now y inverts (xxx2)= \p0(M) by conjugation. If we choose y of 2-power

order then <xx,y > must be a nilpotent group. Since y inverts xx   and

Xj  has odd order, Xj = 1. The map  \ji0  is an isomorphism upon H.  There-

fore F is a 2-group. In this case  a = 1  so that - v~°v = - v~lv = - 1. So

3^ has order 4.  Now y G 77W was arbitrary so that all y G 77W have order

4. But y inverts M by conjugation. So 77 is quaternion. Since 4 | \M\ and

|A7| | rm - 1  we have rm = 1 (mod 4).

Write v = Ç9  where f has 2'-order and 0 has 2-power order in Kx.

Let
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d=\      _ I    where eGKx  and e2 = f.

Set

**,(«) = d*0(u)      for uev

and

V0(z) = di>0(z)d-i      for :ea

Since d fixes g, we may replace  \p0, ^0  by  ¡p'0, Vq.  But d centralizes

\[>0(AÍ)- So  i/í0 = ^J,  upon M.  Further,

M- [./"']•
Therefore  i/>ó(77)<F of Example (2.3).

Second, we consider the case where  o: e —► er    where m = 2n.  Then

- tT«-!/ = - vx-r" = t.

Conjugating,

*-["J-u
since F is nilpotent. Then cj ° = co r" = co so that  |<co>|  divides r" 4- 1.

The Hall 2-subgroup of H is now a subgroup of D in example (2.4).

Conjugating again,

*•[- ,1
By (3.3) the 2-Sylow subgroup of H must be quaternion, dihedral, or semi-

dihedral. That is 7f° = 7?2i_1  where   |<t?)| = 2f or  2i+1. Suppose  77 has

order 2f. Then rf* = t?  or ij G GF(r"). So  4 | r" - 1   since   |<t?>| * 2* > 4.

Suppose Tj has order 2i+ *   (where here  t > 2 since the 2-Sylow subgroup

is semidihedral). Therefore if" = r? ~x = - rfx   or rf"~x =- \. But then

T}2  has order divisible by 4 and lies in GF(r"). So again 4 | r" - 1.

Let p G Kx  have order  2i+1   where  2* | |r" - 1.  Let
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Then Hx = <\p0(H), x0> > \p0(H) and is nilpotent. Since  2Í+1 llr^-l.p is

a generator for the 2-Sylow subgroup of Kx.

Write v = f0  where  f has 2'-order and 0  has 2-power order in Kx.

Replace y by y'=yw,

We now have  y  a 2'-element.

The group (¡>, x0> is semidihedral so that y will have order 2 or 4. We

show that it has order 4.  Suppose it has order 2. Then y2 = 1   so that

- „-»i, = S = 1   or v" =if" =-v.

But both v and i>CT have odd order so that this situation is impossible.

Therefore, y has order 4 and so - v~°v * f * - 1 or v° = v = vr". In this

case  i>GGF(r").

We may now choose  X G GF(r")  so that  X2 = v. Let

Let  \p'0(x) = d\¡i0(x)d~x, V'0(u) = d*Q(u), and H'x=dHxd~x. We may replace

\p0, *0  by  i/>ó> *ó  since <7 fixes J.  Then j; becomes J* [_ac]. Now

\p'0(H) <H'X<B of example (2.4).

Summing up, we have:

(3.19) Assume (3.1) and (3.12). Suppose H = A  is nilpotent and N=l.

Then r>2 and

(1) H is quaternion and H, V, g may be identified with F0, V, g of

(2.3) where F0 <F; or

(2) H has a quaternion, dihedral, or semihedral 2-Sylow subgroup and

H, V, g may be identified with B0, V, g of (2.4) where B0 <B.

Remark . The remark following (3.17) applies here.

Combining both (3.11) and (3.19) we obtain the following theorem.

(3.20) Assume (3.1). Suppose H = A  is nilpotent and 7V=1. 77ie«

H, V, g may be identified with B0, V, g of one of the examples (2.1)-(2.4)

where B0 <F.

We can state certain other restraints upon the choices (2.1)—(2.4) when H

is nilpotent.
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(3.21) (1) In example (2.2), F is reducible upon   V unless m = \.

(2) In example (2.3), F is reducible upon   V unless m = 2s is a

power of 2.

Consider (1) first. Then F = (<pv, Q), and v* = - v~x. Suppose Q = <co>

has order 2t. Since 2* | r™ + 1 we have r1" "* — 1 (mod 4). Now m must

be odd. We may factor rm + 1  as

r"1 + 1 = (r + 1) ir"1 -r"1-1 +••• +r2 -r+ 1).

The second factor is odd so that  2f I r + 1. Therefore  co G GF(r2).  By

(3.10) (b), K(co) = K = GF(r2m).  So m = 1.

Consider (2) next.  Then F = (r, Q> where  g0 = <co> has order  2f.

Since m = 2sn  for odd n we may factor r™ - 1   as

r* - 1 = (r2* _ !) (r2î(n-l)+ ... +r2» + !)

Again the second factor is odd so that  2t \ r2¡ - 1.  But then co G GF(r2î).

By (3.17)(b) we have  K(co) = K = GF(r*").  So n = 1   and m is a power of

2.

(3.22) 1er S be as in (2.4). Suppose

'■[■]

generates Q.  Let K* = GF(r") where m = 2n.  Let T be a maximal sub-

group of S.

(1) T = Q is cyclic and  V\T = Kex + Ke2  is the sum of two totally

isotropic subspaces.

(2) 7,= <tv,^2> is dihedral and   V\T = (K*ex + K*ve2) + (K*vex +K*e2)

is the sum of two totally isotropic subspaces.

(3) T=(t, y2) is quaternion and   V\T = (K*(l + v)ex + K*(l - v)e2) +

(K*(l + v~x)ex + K*(l - v~x)e2) is the sum of two nonsingular mutually

orthogonal subspaces.

Further, y(K*(\ + v)ex + K*(l - v)e2) = (K*(l + v~x)ex + K*(l - v~l)e2).

Part (1) is obvious. Now v2 G K*  so that all subspaces are invariant

under v2. In (2) we have  ryex=-ve2  and  Tyve2=ex. So the decomposi-

tion in (2) is F-invariant.  Further,^(K*e1 + K*Ve2) = K*vex + K*e2. If

ax,a2,ßx,ß2 GK*  then
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g(axex + a2ve2, ßxex + ß2ve2) = 1x(a2vß2 - ß2vax)

= tr(a2,/32 + «2'VV" - ß2uax - ß2^\r")

- tr(0)

where  tr: K* —► K is the trace and 7 + yr    is the trace from K —► K*.

Here we have used the fact that  if" =-v. So the two subspaces (being con-

jugated by v)  are totally isotropic.

The last part of (3) is obvious since  v2 G K*. Since   F is nonsingular,

we need only prove that the two subspaces are mutually orthogonal.

Let ax,a2,ßx,ß2 G K*. Then

g(ax(\ + v)ex + a2(l - v)e2, /3,(1 + iTx)ex + /32(1 - iTx)e2)

= Tt(a2ßx(v-X- v) - ax ß2(v - v~x))

= tr((a2/3, + axß2) [(u~x - v) + (v~x - v)'"])

= tr(0) = 0

where  tr: K* —► K is the trace. Here we have used the fact that if   = - v.

The T-invariance of the subspaces is easy to show.  So (3) holds.

4. Some symplectic primitive  K[G]-modules.  Suppose H is a group;

k is a field; U is an irreducible k[77]-module; and g is a nonsingular symplec-

tic form upon  U fixed by H.  We say that  W symplectically induces  U if

(1) W is a k[770]-submodule of U for a subgroup H0  of 77;

(2) g is nonsingular upon  IV;

(3) W\H =£U; and

(4) if x.yeH where xH0^yH0  then xTV and yW are orthogonal.

We say that  U is symplectic primitive if U is not symplectically induced by

any proper subspace  W of U.

From [4, (3.7)] we discover that:

(4.1) If U is symplectic primitive then   U is a minimal K[H]-module.

In this section we shall analyze nilpotent groups H which are symplectic

primitive. We fix the following assumption for this section.

(4.2) Hypothesis. K = GF(r) for a prime r > 2.

(1) V is a 2m-dimensional K-vector space.

(2) g: V x V —*■ K is a nonsingular symplectic form upon   V.

(3) H is a nilpotent group.

(4) F is a faithful symplectic primitive K[H]-module where H fixes

the form g.
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By (3.1) and (3.20) we may view H, V, g as F0, F, g where B0<B

for one of the examples (2.1)-(2.4). We now assume that F<F and that

we are considering one of the examples (2.1)-(2.4).

(4.3) If H is described by (2.2) then m = 1.

This follows immediately from (3.21)(1).

(4.4) If B0 <F is any quaternion subgroup of (2.2) or (2.3) for m = 1

then   V is a symplectic primitive B0-module.

First observe that, since F0 is quaternion and dim F = 2, F must be

irreducible. But since dim F= 2, it has no proper nonsingular K-subspaces.

Therefore   F must be symplectic primitive.

(4.5) If H is described by (2.3) then m = 1 and r = 1 (mod 4).

Suppose   F is symplectically induced as a F-module for a F0-submodule

W of F where   [B : B0] =2. Then   V=W + zW where zeB\BQ- If

H < F0  then  W and zW are proper F-modules so   V\H is reducible.  By

(4.2) we must then have B0H = B.  So z may be chosen from H.  But then,

as a F-module, F is symplectically induced by the H0= H n F0-module  W.

The symplectic primitivity of  V\H implies the symplectic primitivity of  V\B.

Recall that F = <t, ß> where ß = <y) and

- f ■ ]
for vCK = GFiy)  of order 2f | |rm - 1.  By (3.21)(2), m = 2s is a power

of 2.

If r = - 1 (mod 4) assume that s > 1. In any case, assume that s > 0.

Then rm - 1 = (rm/2 - 1) (rm/2 + 1). Now, by our assumption, rm/2 = 1

(mod 4) so that 2 | |rm/2 + 1. That is, 2i_1 | |rm/2 - 1. Let K* = GFiW2).

Let <p: e —*■ eJ-m      be the automorphism of K of order 2.  Let tr: K* —> K

be the trace map. Then v* = - v and v2 G K*. Let  IV = K*ex + K*e2.

Therefore  W is F0 = <r, ><2>-invariant.  Observe that yW = K*i>ex + K*ve2.

Let ßx,ß2,yx,y2eK*. Then

¿((Vi +iV2«Ti"*1 +72^2) = Tr(j3172i'-/3271i0

= trGJ^Ci» + i/O - ß2yx(v + i^)) = 0

since v'p=-v. The spaces  IV and yW are orthogonal.  Since  F is non-

singular, W is nonsingular. We conclude that the F0-module  W symplectically

induces  V.
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If r = 1 (mod 4) then s = 0 and m = 1.  So we may assume that r =

- 1 (mod 4). We must have m = 2.  Let ip: e —*■ er be the automorphism of

order two of K = GF(r2). Then v'f=-v~x   since  2i_1 ||r + l. Since

4 | r + 1  we may choose  ß of order 4 so that ÇP = ß~x =-ß. Let  W =

{yex + (yßf°e2 \ y G K}. Note that  W is a 2-dimensional K-subspace of F.

Now

y2(jex + (7/3)%) = v2yex + v~2(yßfe2 = (v2y)ex + [(v2y)ßVe2 G W.

Also

Ty(yex + (7/3)%) = - v~x(y^ex + vye2 = (vyßfex + [(vyßfß]«e2 G W.

So   W is F0 = <ry, ̂ 2>-invariant.

Observe that yW = {yex - (yßfe2 \ y G K}   since

y(yex + (yßfe2) = (i^>i + v~x(yßfe2 = (vy)ex ~ (vyßfe2.

Therefore, V\Bq = W + yW is a K[F0]-decomposition of  F.

Let 7e, + (yßy°e2 G W and $ex - (^ßfe2 GyW.  Then

g(yex + (yßfe2, fe, - (f/3fe2) = Tr(- y(Wf - (7/3)*?)

= - y(Sßf - y^ß) - (yßfi - (yß)P

= 0.

So  W and yW are orthogonal.  Since   F is nonsingular, W must also be non-

singular. Therefore, V\B  is symplectically induced by the  K[F0]-module  W.

The proof of (4.5) is now complete by (4.4).

(4.6) If H<B of (2.4) then H is not a 2-group.

This follows immediately from (3.22).  Every proper subgroup of 5 is

reducible.   Further, by (3.22) (3), V\s   is symplectically induced from

K*(l 4- v)ex + K*(l - v)e2   for the subgroup <r, y2) < S.
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